Quick Start Card

What Data Scene do I need to view?
Login and select a Data Scene. Simply tap on a provided Data Scene and select either to “Load Live Data” or “Load Cached Data”.

Can my GPS find me?
If you are in a location with poor signal, enter your Long/Lat data manually with the Location Icon. Make sure your external GPS is connected to your device.

What layers within my AR View do I want to see?
Using the gray wheel to the right of your AR View, select your data layers by toggling the Eye Icons on and off.

WALK. STOP. REFRESH.
Is my data aligned?
Use the Adjustment Tool to align your data to a known point.

Aligning Your Data
Do I have a Known Point? Align your data to a Known Point using the Joystick to move your data closer, further away, left, right

Am I standing at ground level or am I standing above ground level?
Set your camera height and hit “apply”.

How far do I want to see?
Set your Visibility range to restrict or expand the radius in which your data will be displayed. Once the range is entered, select apply and be sure to refresh.

I need more help.
techsupport@argissolutions.com
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